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In this paper, we put forward a systematic and unifying approach to construct gauge
invariant composite fields out of connections. It relies on the existence in the theory
of a group-valued field with a prescribed gauge transformation. As an illustration, we
detail some examples. Two of them are based on known results: the first one provides
a reinterpretation of the symmetry breaking mechanism of the electroweak part of the
Standard Model of particle physics; the second one is an application to Einstein’s theory
of gravity described as a gauge theory in terms of Cartan connections. The last example
depicts a new situation: starting with a gauge field theory on Atiyah Lie algebroids,
the gauge invariant composite fields describe massive vector fields. Some mathematical
and physical discussions illustrate and highlight the relevance and the generality of this
approach.
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1. Introduction and Motivations

In gauge field theories, gauge symmetries are redundant inner degrees of freedom
which have to be managed, for instance, to define gauge invariant observables, or
to proceed to the quantization of these theories. A distinguished method to deal
with this problem consists in performing a reduction of symmetries. There are three
familiar procedures to do so, which answer different issues in gauge field theories.

First, gauge fixing is a technique which allows to simplify field equations by
avoiding physically equivalent field configurations. This point is of particular impor-
tance for the quantization of field theories in order to mod out the volume of the
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gauge group in the functional integral. To perform this procedure, one selects a sin-
gle representative in the gauge orbit of the fields by adding a constraint equation
either in the functional measure or directly in the Lagrangian. This additional term
prevents the action from being gauge invariant anymore, so that the symmetry is
de facto reduced.

Second, the spontaneous symmetry breaking mechanism has been devised in
[1–3]. This procedure requires an external scalar field coupled to the gauge fields
of the theory. At certain values of a parameter in the theory, the scalar field is
spontaneously polarized in a direction which minimizes its potential. By doing so
in the electroweak part of the Standard Model, the system undergoes a “phase
transition” from a massless theory to a theory with massive vector bosons, W±

µ

and Zµ, mediating the weak interaction. The symmetry group is broken into a
residual subgroup which, as a requirement of this mechanism, leaves invariant the
vacuum configuration.

Third, the procedure of reduction of principal fiber bundles results from a
mathematical theorem in the theory of fiber bundles [4]: a G-principal fiber bundle
P is reduced to a H-principal fiber bundle Q, where H ⊂G is a Lie subgroup, if
and only if there exists a global section of the G/H-bundle P/H . For instance, the
metric g, in general relativity (GR), induces a reduction of the structure group
GL+

4 (R) to its subgroup SO(1, 3).
The procedure described in this paper implements a reduction of symmetry, but

it does not belong to any of the latter sorts. It can be applied to any gauge theory
equipped with a group-valued field with a specific action of the gauge group, which
we refer to as a “dressing field”. It is a mathematical procedure in the sense that
it does not depend on either a parameter in the theory or a convenient constraint
equation. It consists in constructing gauge invariant composite fields out of con-
nections and dressing fields: this is merely an appropriate change of variables in
the functional spaces of fields. The action of the gauge group is “neutralized” in
the sense that it becomes trivial on these composite fields. Some examples, usu-
ally described within distinct frameworks, are treated here in the general structure
explicitly depicted in the “Main lemma” of Sec. 2. In practice, the dressing field
comes from what will be called an “auxiliary field” in the gauge theory, whose
Lagrangian, once written in terms of the new fields, depends only on the gauge
invariant composite fields, and on what will be called “residual fields”, and not
anymore on the dressing field.

In this paper, a gauge theory is a field theory supporting the action of the gauge
group G of a principal fiber bundle P , which is the space of vertical automorphisms
of P . Let us stress the difference between active and passive gauge transformations.
The former corresponds to transformations of the fields by elements of G, usually
implemented through the geometric action of G on P . The latter corresponds to
changes of local trivializations of P . In most gauge field theories, the mathematical
expressions of both active and passive transformations look the same. However, we
present in Sec. 5 an example where this situation is no longer true.
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Gauge symmetries rely on inner degrees of freedom, and will be distinguished
from geometrical symmetries induced by changes of coordinate systems or action of
diffeomorphisms on a manifold. This distinction makes sense in relation to the
notion of observables in physics. Namely, using the present meaning of gauge
transformations, only gauge invariant quantities can be observed, but there are
lots of coordinate dependent quantities which can be observed: position, momen-
tum, electromagnetic currents, electric and magnetic fields, etc. This clear sepa-
ration between inner and geometric degrees of freedom is also apparent from a
mathematical point of view. Geometrical structures are related to the theory of
natural fiber bundles (see e.g. [5, Sec. 14]), where they are naturally associated to a
smooth manifold and its diffeomorphism group. On the contrary, gauge field theories
require extra structures in the form of a structure group, a principal fiber bundle,
and some connections. Accordingly, we consider a linear connection on a manifold
as a natural geometrical object, defined on the natural fiber bundles of tensor fields.

The scheme put forward in this paper brings out a procedure of geometrization,
in that it transforms fields defined in a gauge theory, on a principal fiber bundle or
on an associated bundle, into fields defined in terms of the natural geometry of the
base manifold. In other words, it gets rid of some of the extra structures required
by a gauge field theory to the benefit of some geometrical objects, which turn out
to enter in the construction of physical observables. Nevertheless, it is not always
possible to perform a full geometrization of a gauge theory.

In Sec. 2, we present the scheme which leads to the construction of gauge invari-
ant composite fields out of a connection. The technical component is summarized
in a lemma, that we refer to as the “Main lemma” of this paper. Very simple illus-
trative examples are proposed. A general mathematical discussion on the relevance
of the actions of the gauge group, as well as on the geometry of the dressing field,
which is an essential ingredient in the scheme.

In Sec. 3, we illustrate more substantially our scheme through the electroweak
part of the Standard Model of particle physics. The dressing field is extracted
from the scalar field used to perform the symmetry breaking mechanism in the
usual point of view. The composite fields W±

µ , Zµ and Aµ are exactly the fields of
the bosons of the Standard Model after symmetry breaking. An extension of this
method to the case SU(N) is also explored for N > 2: a direct application of the
Main lemma is no longer possible, still, a reduction from SU(N) to SU(N − 1) is
described.

In Sec. 4, we consider GR. Its original formulation by Einstein is given in terms
of geometric structures only. It is also possible to consider GR as a gauge theory, but
the Lagrangian is not of Yang–Mills type (see e.g. [6]), and the soldering form plays
an important role to recover the geometric theory out of the gauge theory. Here,
we use a Cartan connection on a SO(1, m− 1)-principal fiber bundle. The dressing
field is extracted from the “translational” part of the connection, and plays the role
of a vielbein. The gauge invariant composite fields behave exactly as Christoffel
symbols.
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In Sec. 5, we develop a completely new example which is so far a toy model.
It is constructed using the general mathematical framework of gauge theories on
transitive Lie algebroids which has been developed recently in [7]. In this specific
example, we consider generalized connections on the Atiyah Lie algebroid of a G-
principal fiber bundle P as a natural background for Yang–Mills–Higgs theories,
where the action of the gauge group is not the usual geometric action. To construct
this model, we consider only a subspace of generalized connections for which a
dressing field is automatically provided. From the application of the Main lemma,
it follows that the gauge invariant composite fields are massive vector fields.

In Sec. 6, we use our unifying scheme to make comparisons between the fields
involved in the three main examples, see Tables 1 and 2, and we discuss similarities
and differences with some other usual constructions. This gives a better positioning
of this pretty appealing scheme in the landscape.

2. The Scheme and First Illustrative Examples

Let us consider a gauge field theory, with structure Lie group H , with Lie algebra h.
Let ω be a connection, that is, a 1-form on a smooth manifold with values in h

which varies under a gauge transformation γ (function with values in H), as ωγ =
γ−1ωγ + γ−1dγ.

Lemma 1 (Main lemma). Suppose that there exists a field u with values in
a Lie group G containing H, such that under a gauge transformation γ one has
uγ = γ−1u. Then the composite field

ω̂ := u−1ωu + u−1du, (2.1)

if it is mathematically defined, is H-gauge invariant.
If φ is a vector field in a representation � of H, which varies under a gauge

transformation γ as φγ = �(γ−1)φ, then the composite field φ̂ := �(u−1)φ, if it is
mathematically defined, is H-gauge invariant.

Let Ω = dω + 1
2 [ω, ω] be the curvature of ω. Then the composite field Ω̂ :=

u−1Ωu, if it is mathematically defined, is gauge invariant, and one has Ω̂ = dω̂ +
1
2 [ω̂, ω̂].

Let Dφ := dφ+ �∗(ω)φ be the covariant derivative of φ as above associated to ω.
Then the composite field D̂φ := �(u−1)Dφ, if it is mathematically defined, is gauge
invariant, and defining D̂φ := D̂φ̂, one has D̂ = �(u−1)D�(u) = d + �∗(ω̂).

Proof. One has ω̂γ := (uγ)−1ωγuγ +(uγ)−1duγ = (u−1γ)(γ−1ωγ + γ−1dγ)(γ−1u)+
u−1γd(γ−1u) = u−1ωu+u−1du. A similar computation holds for φ̂, Ω̂ and D̂φ, and
the explicit formulas of Ω̂ and D̂ are obtained straightforwardly.

In this paper we will refer to the field u of the Main lemma as the dressing field.
The mention “if it is mathematically defined” means that the composite field should
be defined without ambiguity in an identified space of fields. Examples will be clear
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enough to illustrate this point. The lemma is not precise concerning the space of
connections ω. Indeed, it works for descriptions of connections either as 1-forms on
a H-principal fiber bundle P over a manifold M, or as local 1-forms over an open
subset U ⊂M which trivializes P . In the same way, the field φ could be an equivari-
ant field on P or a local trivialization of a field on U . This fuzziness is convenient to
apply this result to many examples, possibly with minor adjustments, and to look
at quite different situations in an unifying point of view. The differential operator
d can be more general than the de Rham differential, provided the corresponding
terms are mathematically well-defined. The third example of this paper (see Sec. 5)
uses such a differential calculus extending the de Rham differential calculus.

As a first illustrative application, consider the following prototype Stueckelberg
Lagrangian [8]

L[Aµ, B] = −1
4
FµνFµν +

m2

2

(
Aµ − 1

m
∂µB

) (
Aµ − 1

m
∂µB

)
,

where Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ is the field strength associated to the U(1)-connection
Aµ, B is the Stueckelberg field with values in the Lie algebra u(1) and m is a con-
stant parameter. This Lagrangian is invariant under the infinitesimal gauge trans-
formations δAµ = −∂µΛ and δB = −mΛ for any u(1)-valued function Λ. Consider
the U(1)-valued dressing field u = eiB/m which transforms as uγ = ei(B−mΛ)/m =
γ−1u where γ = eiΛ is an element of the U(1)-gauge group. Applying the Main
lemma, the gauge invariant composite fields are Âµ = Aµ + iu−1∂µu = Aµ − 1

m∂µB

and F̂µν = Fµν . Then, the Stueckelberg Lagrangian reduces to

L[Âµ] = −1
4
F̂µν F̂µν +

m2

2
ÂµÂµ.

This is a Proca-like Lagrangian describing a gauge invariant massive vector field
Âµ. Schematically, we shifted a U(1)-gauge theory with fields (Aµ, B) to a theory
built on the gauge invariant composite fields Âµ in which the U(1) symmetry has
been factorized out.

Let us recall that the so-called Stueckelberg trick consists precisely in the oppo-
site shift, that is to implement a U(1)-gauge symmetry on the Proca Lagrangian at
the expense of introducing a new field B. The degree of freedom of the field B is
introduced in the Lagrangian in order to exactly compensate for the enlargement
to U(1)-gauge symmetry. On the contrary, in our scheme, the degrees of freedom
of the dressing field are absorbed in order to reduce the size of the gauge group.

The scheme that will be repeatedly used in the next sections consists in iden-
tifying the dressing fields as a part of some auxiliary fields given from the very
beginning for free in the gauge theory at hand. In the Stueckelberg Lagrangian, the
dressing field and the auxiliary field coincide. To give a less trivial example of this
scheme, consider the Abelian Higgs model

L[Aµ, ϕ] = [(∂µ − iAµ)ϕ]†[(∂µ − iAµ)ϕ] − V (ϕ) − 1
4
FµνFµν ,
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where ϕ is a C-valued scalar field, and V (ϕ) = µ2ϕ†ϕ+ λ(ϕ†ϕ)2. This Lagrangian is
invariant under the (finite) gauge transformations Aγ

µ = Aµ + iγ−1∂µγ = Aµ − ∂µα

and ϕγ = γ−1ϕ = e−iαϕ for γ = eiα. The dressing field u is identified from the
auxiliary field ϕ �= 0 by the polar decomposition ϕ = ρu, where ρ = |ϕ|. According
to ϕγ = ργuγ = γ−1ρu, the U(1)-valued field u transforms as uγ = γ−1u and ρ

is invariant. Applying the Main lemma, the composite fields Âµ = Aµ + iu−1∂µu

and ϕ̂ = u−1ϕ = ρ are gauge-invariant fields, F̂µν = Fµν and V (ϕ) = V (ρ). The
Lagrangian can be rewritten as:

L[Âµ, ρ] = [(∂µ − iÂµ)ρ]†[(∂µ − iÂµ)ρ] − V (ρ) − 1
4
F̂µν F̂µν .

This theory describes a (massless) vector boson, coupled with a R+-valued scalar
residual field ρ, embedded in a potential term. Here, the representation of the gauge
group is trivial on every fields of the theory. The gauge invariant composite fields Âµ

are constructed using fields already present in the Lagrangian, so that the change
of variables (Aµ, φ) �→ (Âµ, ρ) is merely a convenient redistribution of the degrees
of freedom of the original theory.

The idea to construct gauge invariant fields by “dressing” the fields of the theory
as in the Main lemma, takes its root in [9] for QED (see also [10]), and has been
used in [11] for QCD, where the terminology “dressing field” is explicitly introduced.
Relation with our scheme is postponed to Sec. 6.1. But let us mention right now
that the dressing fields exhibited in these papers are nonlocal with respect to the
gauge field variables. In our forthcoming three main examples, the dressing fields
are local, so that the composite fields are also local.

Let us now make some comments about the Main lemma. A gauge field theory
requires that the fields belong to G-spaces, that is, spaces carrying specified actions
of the gauge group of the theory. A space of fields F can carry two different actions
ρ and ρ′ of the gauge group, but a field cannot belong to the two different G-spaces
(F , ρ) and (F , ρ′) at the same time.

Let us recall the usual geometrical setting for the action of the gauge group
in gauge field theories, in terms of principal fiber bundles and connections [12].
Let P be a H-principal fiber bundle. A gauge transformation identifies with an
equivariant map γ :P → H such that γ(ph) = h−1γ(p)h for any p ∈ P and h ∈ H ,
and it defines a vertical automorphism of principal fiber bundle Ψ :P → P , defined
by Ψ(p) := pγ(p). We denote by G the gauge group of P . This group acts (on
the right) on various spaces by a geometric action induced as the pull-back by
vertical automorphisms. Let us produce some well-known examples. Identifying a
connection as a 1-form ω ∈ Ω1(P)⊗g, this geometrical action gives rise to the usual
formula ω �→ ωγ := Ψ∗ω = γ−1ωγ + γ−1dγ. We denote by (A, ρA) the G-space of
connections carrying this action of G. As a second example, let E := P ×� F be an
associated fiber bundle, where � is a left action of H on the fiber F . It is known
that a section s ∈ Γ(E) identifies with an equivariant map s̃ :P → F , such that
s̃(ph) = �h−1 s̃(p). Then γ ∈ G acts on Γ(E) by the pull-back s̃ �→ s̃ γ := Ψ∗s̃, so
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that s̃ γ(p) = �γ(p)−1 s̃(p). The geometric action of G on any associated fiber bundle
E as above, is structurally written in terms of the action �.

Until now, the space G has been considered as the space of symmetries of the
theory, i.e. G is a group acting on fields. In gauge field theories, it is also possible
to consider G as a space of fields, which then requires the specification of an action
of the gauge group G. The distinction between γ ∈ G, group element, and u ∈ G,
field, stems from physical arguments. Two actions can be naturally defined on the
space G. One has G = Γ(P ×α H) where αh(h′) = hh′h−1 for any h, h′ ∈ H . From
this we deduce that the geometric action of γ ∈ G on any u ∈ Γ(P ×α H) is given
by uγ = γ−1uγ. We denote by (G, α) the G-space of fields G carrying this action
α of G. Another action of γ ∈ G (gauge group) on u ∈ G (space of fields) is given
by uγ := γ−1u, which uses the product in the group. We denote by (G, R) the G-
space of fields G carrying this algebraic action. The product in G (space of fields)
is compatible with α but not with R.

It is common in gauge field theories to combine several fields living in different
G-spaces into composite fields. The action of G on these composite fields is computed
by combining the gauge transformed individual fields. For instance, the combination
Dφ := dφ+ �∗(ω)φ is such a composite field, whose gauge transformation (action of
G) is given by (Dφ)γ := dφγ+�∗(ωγ)φγ . In physics, the gauge principle requires that
(Dφ)γ = �γ−1Dφ, which is automatic in the present geometric setting. In general,
any composite fields built on fields carrying geometrical actions of G carries in
turn a geometrical action. As a second example, consider u ∈ (G, α) (space of
fields) and ω ∈ (A, ρA) and the composite field ωu := u−1ωu + u−1du (which is
not a gauge transformation: u is a field!). Then, for any γ ∈ G (gauge group),
one has (ωu)γ := (γ−1ωγ + γ−1dγ)γ−1uγ = γ−1ωuγ + γ−1dγ, which shows that
ωu ∈ (A, ρA). This defines a map of G-spaces

(G, α) × (A, ρA) → (A, ρA). (2.2)

The usual relation (ωγ1)γ2 = ωγ1γ2 expresses the right action of G (gauge group)
on A for γ1, γ2 ∈ G. Here, ωγ1 is not a composite field since γ1 is not a field.

Suppose now that we want to apply the Main lemma in the situation when
u ∈ G = Γ(P ×α H). Then the action of G required for a dressing field, u �→ γ−1u,
is not the geometric action α carried by G: it is the algebraic action R. This implies
that the three hypotheses:

(i) geometric action of the gauge group,
(ii) u a field in the space G = Γ(P ×α H) (without specifying any action),
(iii) u a dressing field (i.e. u transforms as u �→ γ−1u),

cannot hold at the same time. Indeed, (i) + (ii) leads to u ∈ (G, α), while (ii) +
(iii) leads to u ∈ (G, R). In this particular situation, the Main lemma shows that
(ii) + (iii) defines a map of G-spaces

(G, R) × (A, ρA) → (A, Id), (2.3)
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where Id is the trivial action of G on A. In general, the Main lemma would produce
a composite fields ω̂ outside the initial space of fields A (see Secs. 3.3 and 4.2).
But here, the assumption u ∈ (G, R) implies that ω̂ ∈ A, with the representation
Id. Had we forgotten the G-actions on each of the spaces, (2.2) and (2.3) would
have been reduced to the same map of spaces (and no more of G-spaces): G ×A →
A. This would have brought some confusion on the true nature of the involved
objects.

The hypothesis (i) looks imperative in the ordinary geometric setting of gauge
field theories, but the third example in Sec. 5 shows that this hypothesis can be
bypassed.

Several arguments can be used to emphasize that relation (2.1) is not a gauge
transformation, the first one being that (2.1) defines a composite field. The second
one being that the dressing field u may not even be an element in the space G (see
examples in Secs. 3 and 4), and the gauge invariant composite fields ω̂ and Ω̂ may
not be h-valued anymore, for instance when G �= H (see Sec. 4). In the same way,
if φ is a section of an associated vector bundle to P , then φ̂ and D̂φ̂ need not be a
section of this vector bundle anymore.

Retaining hypotheses (i) (natural hypothesis in the geometric setting of gauge
field theories) and (iii), we can conclude two facts. First, (2.1) is definitively not a
gauge transformation, because (ii) is false, i.e. u is not an element of the space G.
Second, when u takes its values in H , the action u �→ γ−1u being geometric by (i),
u ∈ Γ(P ×L H) � Γ(P) with Lh(h′) = hh′. It is known that such a global section
exists if and only if P � M × H , so that the global existence of a dressing field
satisfying (i) and (iii) implies strong requirements on the topology of P . We now
elaborate on this specific point.

Let P be a H-principal fiber bundle on M, and let K be a Lie subgroup of H

with Lie algebra k ⊂ h.

Proposition 2. There exists a map S :P → K, such that S(pk) = k−1S(p) for any
p ∈ P and k ∈ K, if and only if, there is an isomorphism of K-spaces P � P/K×K

where the (right ) action of K on P/K × K concerns only the K factor.

Proof. If there is an isomorphism P �−→ P/K ×K of K-spaces, with p �→ ([p]K , k),
then the map S(p) = k−1 satisfies the requirements.

Suppose now that the map S exists. Then S is onto: for any k ∈ K, consider
any p0 ∈ P , then S(p0S(p0)k−1) = k. We can then define the non-empty space
Q := S−1({e}) ⊂ P , where e is the unit in K. Then the map P → Q × K,
defined by p �→ (pS(p), S(p)−1), is a K-equivariant isomorphism, whose inverse is
Q× K � (q, k) �→ qk ∈ P .

The map P → Q, defined by p �→ pS(p), factorizes through the quotient
P → P/K, p �→ [p]K , so that one has a map which associates to [p]K ∈ P/K

the element pS(p) ∈ Q. This is an isomorphism, with inverse q �→ [q]K for any
q ∈ Q ⊂ P .
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Notice that the map S permits to realize the quotient P/K as the subspace Q
of P . When K = H , S defines a global section of P , and one has P/H = M, so
that P � M×H as expected. In general, the proposition tells us that the existence
of S implies that P is “trivial in the K direction”.

Let ω be a connection 1-form on P , and let ω̂ := S−1ωS + S−1dS be the
composite field of the Main lemma for the dressing field S. Define fS :P → P by
fS(p) = pS(p) for any p ∈ P . Then it is straightforward to show that ω̂ = f∗

Sω

and ω̂ is K-invariant and K-horizontal, so that ω̂ defines a natural 1-form on P/K.
In the case K = H , we have a “full geometrization” of ω into the global h-valued
1-form ω̂ on M.

Corollary 3. Suppose that a map S as in Proposition 2 exists and that H = J×K,

with Lie algebra h = j ⊕ k. Then Q := S−1({e}) ⊂ P is a J-principal fiber bundle,
and ω̂ := S−1ωS + S−1dS defines a 1-form ω̂Q = ωj

Q ⊕ ω̂k
Q on Q, where ωj

Q is a
J-connection and ω̂k

Q is a k-valued K-gauge invariant 1-form.

Proof. Using the proof of Proposition 2, one has Q � P/K = P×LH/K = P×L′ J

where L is the induced left action of H on H/K = J , and L′
(j,k)(j

′) = jj′, so
that Q is a J-principal fiber bundle. Using h = j ⊕ k, one has ω = ωj ⊕ ωk, and
ω̂ = ωj ⊕ ω̂k, because S is K-valued. In this decomposition, ωj is connection-like for
gauge transformations along J , and ω̂k is gauge invariant along K. Let ι :Q → P be
the inclusion. Then ωj

Q = ι∗ωj is a J-connection on Q, and ω̂k
Q = ι∗ω̂k is a k-valued

K-gauge invariant 1-form.

Since the J-equivariance of S is not specified, the fields ω̂k
Q are not necessarily

J-invariant. This corollary shows that the application of the Main lemma in that
specific situation corresponds to a reduction of the principal fiber bundle P → Q,
which splits the connection ω into a connection on Q and a K-gauge invariant 1-
form. This result is the same as the one obtained in [12, Sec. 5.13], which is based,
from the very beginning, on a procedure of principal fiber bundle reduction. The
electroweak part of the Standard Model of particle physics is an example of this
situation.

3. Applications to Gauge Theories in Particle Physics

3.1. The electroweak part of the Standard Model

This example is a simplified version of [13], to which we refer for further details.
See also [14, 15], where only the bosonic part of the Standard Model is considered.

The electroweak part of the Standard Model is a gauge theory with structure
group G = U(1) × SU(2). In the following, the theory is presented for a trivial
G-principal fiber bundle P over the space-time M, so that the gauge group G of
the theory identifies with G = U(1) × SU(2), which is a notation for the smooth
maps from M to G. All the maps and forms are then defined on M.
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The part of the Lagrangian of the Standard Model we will consider is given by

L[aµ, bµ, ϕ] = (Dµϕ)†(Dµϕ) − µ2ϕ†ϕ − λ(ϕ†ϕ)2

− 1
4
fµνfµν − 1

4

∑
a

ga
µνgaµν . (3.1)

In this Lagrangian, ϕ is a C2-valued scalar field,a Dµϕ = (∂µ − i g
2 bµ − i g′

2 aµ)ϕ
where g and g′ are the coupling constants of SU(2) and U(1) respectively, fµν is the
field strength of the U(1)-connection aµ, and gµν is the field strength of the SU(2)-
connection bµ, written as gµν = ga

µν
σa

2 , where σa, a = 1, 2, 3, are the Pauli matrices.
This theory is invariant with respect to the following gauge transformations:

aζ
µ = aµ +

2i

g′
ζ−1∂µζ, bζ

µ = bµ, ϕζ = ζ−1ϕ,

aγ
µ = aµ, bγ

µ = γ−1bµγ +
2i

g
γ−1∂µγ, ϕγ = γ−1ϕ,

for any ζ ∈ U(1) and any γ ∈ SU(2).
The scalar field ϕ can be uniquely decomposed with respect to a fixed unit vector

ϕ̊ =
(0
1

)
as ϕ = ηuϕ̊ where η :M → R+ is the length of ϕ, and u :M → SU(2).

With ϕ =
(ϕ1
ϕ2

)
, one has η =

√|ϕ1|2 + |ϕ2|2 and u = 1
η

( ϕ2 ϕ1
−ϕ1 ϕ2

)
, so that u(x) is

only defined when η(x) �= 0 (more on this later). The reference vector ϕ̊ defines a
change of coordinates ϕ �→ (η, u) in the field space. For any γ ∈ SU(2), one has
ϕγ �→ (ηγ , uγ) with ηγ = η and uγ = γ−1u. Notice that for any ζ ∈ U(1), one has

ϕζ �→ (ηζ , uζ) with ηζ = η and uζ = uζ̂, where ζ̂ =
(ζ 0

0 ζ−1

)
. In our scheme, u is

the dressing field extracted from the auxiliary field ϕ, while η is a residual field.
Applying the Main lemma with the dressing field u and the connection bµ, the

composite fields Bµ := u−1bµu+ 2i
g u−1∂µu are SU(2)-gauge invariant. Only SU(2)-

gauge transformations can be dealt with through the Main lemma because u does
not carry the convenient representation with respect to U(1)-gauge transformations.
The fields Bµ = Ba

µσa are no more U(1)-invariant, because uζ �= u. A convenient
way to deal with U(1)-charged fields is to define W±

µ := 1√
2
(B1

µ ∓ iB2
µ), which

satisfy (W±
µ )ζ = ζ∓2W±

µ , and to define Zµ := cos θW B3
µ−sin θW aµ, with cos θW :=

g√
g2+g′2 and sin θW := g′√

g2+g′2 , which satisfy Zζ
µ = Zµ, so that the fields Zµ are

invariant for the whole gauge group. Then it is natural to define Aµ := sin θW B3
µ +

cos θW aµ, which is then a U(1)-connection, Aζ
µ = Aµ + 2i 1

eζ−1∂µζ, for the charge
e = g sin θW . In [13], the spinor fields of the theory give rise also to SU(2)-gauge
invariant composite fields, as expected by the second part of the Main lemma.

We can now perform the two changes of variables (aµ, bµ, ϕ) �→ (aµ, Bµ, η, u) �→
(Aµ, Zµ, W±

µ , η, u) in the Lagrangian. Thanks to the SU(2)-gauge invariance of

aThis field should be called the “Englert–Brout–Higgs–Guralnik–Hagen–Kibble field”, from the
names of the authors who discovered its importance in particle physics, while the field which gives
rise to the Higgs boson after symmetry breaking deserves the name “Higgs field”.
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the Lagrangian, the u-field disappears, so that L[aµ, bµ, ϕ] = L[aµ, Bµ, η] =
L′[Aµ, Zµ, W±

µ , η]. The Lagrangian L′[Aµ, Zµ, W±
µ , η] is trivially SU(2)-gauge

invariant because all the fields in the Lagrangian are SU(2)-gauge invariant, among
them the composite fields associated to the curvature and covariant derivative of
bµ described in the Main lemma. This is almost the Lagrangian describing the
electroweak part of the Standard Model after symmetry breaking in the so-called
unitary gauge, which is only fully recovered after expanding η around the unique
minimum constant configurationb η0 of its potential V (η) := µ2η2 + λη4 when
µ2 < 0. This expansion corresponds to introducing the field of the Higgs boson of
the Standard Model.

Notice the following important facts about this procedure which has already
been detailed in [13]. First, it is not a symmetry breaking since the variables W±

µ ,
Zµ and Aµ can be defined through a change of variables without making reference
to any energy scale. Second, this change of variables induces an extra factor η3 in
the functional measure of the corresponding functional integral. Finally, notice that
the ordinary symmetry breaking mechanism performs two “transformations” of the
Lagrangian at the same time, while they are clearly distinct in the present proce-
dure: on the one hand, some redistribution of degrees of freedom, whose similarity
with Goldstone mechanism is discussed in Sec. 6, and, on the other hand, the cre-
ation of true mass terms. The Main lemma corresponds to the first transformation,
while the second corresponds to choosing a constant classical configuration for the
field η.

Let us consider now the situation where P is not necessarily trivial. The change
of variables can only be performed at points x ∈ M where ϕ(x) �= 0. Let us suppose
that the field u exists everywhere. The field ϕ is a section of the associated vector
bundle P ×� C2, where, for any (ζ, γ) ∈ U(1) × SU(2) and v ∈ C2, �(ζ,γ)v = ζγv.
Such a section can be described as an equivariant map ϕ̃ :P → C2. The global exis-
tence of u is equivalent to the non-vanishing of η̃(p) := ‖ϕ̃(p)‖C2 on P . Then, one can
define S :P → SU(2) such that ϕ̃(p) = η̃(p)S(p)( 0

1 ). Using the uniqueness of this
decomposition, one has S(pγ) = γ−1S(p) for any γ ∈ SU(2) and p ∈ P . The map
S is as in Proposition 2, so that the topology of P is trivial in the SU(2) direction.
The present situation corresponds to J = U(1) and K = SU(2) in Corollary 3. The
composite field ω̂ := S−1ωS +S−1dS has local components Aµ, W±

µ and Zµ, where
ω has local components aµ + bµ. The remaining non-trivial geometry is the one of
the U(1)-principal fiber bundle P/SU(2), which corresponds to electromagnetism.

3.2. SU(N)-gauge theories

It is natural to ask whether it is possible to apply a similar procedure to any SU(N)-
gauge theories, with arbitrary N . Recall that the U(1) case has been successfully
treated in Sec. 2.

bRecall that η > 0, so that this minimum constant configuration is unique.
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For SU(N) with N > 2, it is not possible to obtain the same result since the
transformation of the dressing field uγ = γ−1u is not always true. Indeed, consider
the decomposition CN � ϕ = ηuϕ̊, with η :M → R+, u :M → SU(N), and ϕ̊ =(0N−1

1

)
, where 0N−1 is the zero vector in CN−1. The dressing field u = u(ϕ) is

only defined modulo the right multiplication of a field V of the form
(v 0
0 1

)
where

v :M → SU(n − 1) acts only on 0N−1. Denote by [u] :M → SU(N)/SU(N − 1)
the composite of u with the quotient map SU(N) → SU(N)/SU(N − 1). Then, the
reference vector ϕ̊ defines a change of coordinates ϕ �→ (η, [u]). This implies that the
gauge transformation uγ = γ−1u must be substituted by the formula [uγ ] = [γ−1u],
so that the Main lemma cannot be applied.

Nevertheless, applying the same ideas as in the Main lemma leads to exhibiting
some interesting structures. Let ϕ̊ ∈ CN be as before, and let us choose a map
u :ϕ �→ u(ϕ) such that ϕ = ηu(ϕ)ϕ̊. In the spirit of the Main lemma, we can define
the composite field Bµ := u−1bµu + 2i

g u−1∂µu. For any γ ∈ SU(N), we use the
notation uγ := u(ϕγ). The field V (ϕ, u, γ) := u(ϕ)−1γuγ is well-defined and is
necessarily of the form V =

(v 0
0 1

)
for a v = v(ϕ, u, γ) :M → SU(N − 1). Then the

composite field Bµ transforms as Bγ
µ := (uγ)−1bγ

µuγ + 2i
g (uγ)−1∂µuγ = V −1BµV +

2i
g V −1∂µV . It is then convenient to decompose Bµ as Bµ =

(
Yµ + cN B0

µ

√
2X+

µ√
2X−

µ −c′N B0
µ

)
with cN :=

√
2

N(N−1) , c′N :=
√

2(N−1)
N , X+

µ (respectively, X−
µ ) some fields with

values in CN−1 as a column vector (respectively, as a line vector), and Yµ some fields
with values in the Lie algebra su(N − 1). Then the induced gauge transformations
on these new variables are

Yµ �→ v−1Yµv +
2i

g
v−1∂µv, X+

µ �→ v−1X+
µ , X−

µ �→ X−
µ v, B0

µ �→ B0
µ. (3.2)

This implies that under an active gauge transformation γ ∈ SU(N), the B0
µ are

invariant, the X±
µ are SU(N − 1)-charged fields, and the Yµ’s behave as connection

fields for a SU(N − 1)-gauge theory.
The Lagrangian of the theory can then be written in terms of the composite

fields only, because u does not appears explicitly, thanks to SU(N)-gauge invariance.
The action of the gauge group SU(N) is still implemented, but it factorizes through
the map SU(N) → SU(N − 1) given by γ �→ v(ϕ, u, γ), which is not a morphism of
groups. Formally, the Lagrangian after the change of variables describes a SU(N −
1)-gauge theory for the gauge actions (3.2), where only the fields B0

µ and X±
µ can

be massive, and where Yµ are (massless) SU(N − 1)-connections.
A change in the choice of the map u :ϕ �→ u(ϕ) corresponds to introducing a

new SU(N − 1)-valued field w such that u′ = u
(w 0

0 1

)
. Then, the relations between

the corresponding composite fields (B0
µ, X±

µ , Yµ) and (B′0
µ , X ′±

µ , Y ′
µ), are of the form

(3.2), where v is replaced by w. In this sense, w implements a gauge transformation
in the SU(N − 1)-gauge theory.
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In this construction, the Standard Model, which corresponds to N = 2, is special
in the sense that the field u is uniquely determined by ϕ through the requirement
ϕ = ηu(ϕ)ϕ̊, and one can check that V (u, ϕ, γ) = e, so that the Main lemma can be
directly applied. As one adds an extra U(1) symmetry, the B0

µ fields are the fields
entering in the definition of Z0

µ, the X±
µ fields are the W±

µ ’s, and there are no Yµ

fields.

3.3. An alternative dressing field

The definition we have taken for the dressing field u makes apparent the residual
field η from the beginning. We propose here an alternative dressing field, denoted
by ũ, which gives rise to the same Lagrangian after the change of field variables.

It is well-known that, given a reference vector ϕ̊ =
(0
1

)
, C2\{0} identifies as a

SU(2)-space to SU(2)×R∗
+, where SU(2) acts by left multiplication on itself on the

latter space. To any ϕ ∈ C2\{0}, we then associate the unique ũ ∈ SU(2)×R∗
+ such

that ϕ = ũϕ̊. The space G = SU(2) × R∗
+ is a group which contains H = SU(2) as

a subgroup, and ũ = (u, η) can be used as a dressing field, because the composite
fields B̃µ := ũ−1bµũ + 2i

g ũ−1∂µũ are mathematically well-defined as components

of a 1-form with values in su(2) ⊕ iR. B̃µ is related to the composite field defined
in Sec. 3.1 by B̃µ = Bµ + i 2

g cµ, with cµ = η−1∂µη ∈ R. Accordingly, this choice
of dressing field is equivalent to change B3

µ ∈ R into B3
µ + i 2

g cµ ∈ C, whereas the
components B1,2

µ are the same.
A straightforward computation shows that

Dµϕ = ηu




−i
g

2
W+

µ

cµ + i

(
g

2
B3

µ − g′

2
aµ

)

 ∈ C

2.

The Lagrangian we then obtain is the same as the one expressed in the variables η,
W±

µ , Zµ and Aµ in Sec. 3.1. But the main feature of this variant is that the kinetic
terms for η does not emerge from the term ∂µϕ in the Lagrangian, but from the
real field cµ directly.

Then, the status of η as an observable residual field does not depend on the
precise definition of the dressing field, and it is determinated by the Lagrangian.
This shows in particular the robustness of our scheme in this case.

4. Application to General Relativity as a Gauge Theory

GR can be described as a gauge theory on a principal fiber bundle. But, contrary
to Yang–Mills field theories, GR cannot be defined with only ordinary connections
(Ehresmann connections). It requires an additional structure, namely a soldering
form. We choose to encode this larger structure into a Cartan connection. We refer
to [16] for details on Cartan connections and its relations to Ehresmann connections.
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4.1. Geometry of Cartan connections

We consider the Lie group H = SO(1, m − 1) and its Lie algebra h = so(1, m − 1).
Let (P , �) be a reductive Cartan geometry modeled on the Lie algebras (g, h)
with structure group H , where g = h ⊕ Rm is a H-module decomposition. In this
setting, P is a H-principal fiber bundle over space-time M of dimension m, and �

is a Cartan connection over P , which satisfies, by definition:

(1) � is a g-valued 1-form on P ,
(2) R∗

h� = Adh−1 � for any h ∈ H where R is the right action of H on P ,
(3) �(XP) = X for any X ∈ h, where XP is the associated vertical vector fields

on P for the right action,
(4) for any p ∈ P , �|p realizes an isomorphism of vector spaces TpP → g = h⊕Rm.

The existence of such a Cartan connection implies that the principal fiber
bundle P is a reduction of the GL+

m(R)-principal frame bundle LM of M [16,
Lemma A.2.1], but it is not a natural bundle in the sense of [5, Sec. 14]. Moreover,
the Cartan connection � decomposes into two pieces, as � = ω⊕β, corresponding
to the decomposition g = h⊕Rm. The 1-form ω, with values in h, is an Ehresmann
connection on P , and β is a tensorial 1-form on P , which induces a non-canonical
isomorphism Φp : TxM → Rm for any x ∈ M and p ∈ π−1(x), where π :P → M is
the projection.

The group SO(1, m − 1) is associated to a (fixed) metric η on R
m, whose com-

ponents we denote by (ηab). For any x ∈ M and p ∈ π−1(x), the isomorphism
Φp induces a metric gx on TxM by gx(X|x, Y|x) := η(Φp(X|x), Φp(Y|x)). In other
words, β defines a metric g on the base manifold M.

Let Ξ :P → H , with Ξ(ph) = Adh−1 Ξ(p), be a gauge transformation of the
principal fiber bundle P . It acts on ω and β as ωΞ = Ξ−1ωΞ + Ξ−1dΞ and βΞ =
Ξ−1β. This last relation suggests that the field β could have been a good candidate,
as a dressing field, to define a gauge invariant composite field out of ω. But the
composite expression (2.1) would not be mathematically well-defined because β−1

does not make sense. To define a composite field, we have to look at trivializations
of these fields.

4.2. Application of the Main lemma

Let U ⊂ M be an open subset such that P can be trivialized with a local section
s :U → P over U , and such that there is a coordinate system (xµ) for M over U .
We define the local 1-forms on U : Γ := s∗ω and Λ := s∗β. Using the coordinate
system, Γ is a matrix-valued 1-form (Γa

bµdxµ) for a, b = 1, . . . , m, and Λ is a Rm-
valued 1-form (Λa

µdxµ). The induced isomorphism Φp is given by TxM � X =
Xµ∂µ �→ Λ|x(X) = Λa

µ(x)Xµ ∈ Rm, so that the matrix-valued function (Λa
µ) is

invertible everywhere on U . For any gauge transformation Ξ on P , we define its
local expression γ := s∗Ξ :U → H . Then the gauge transformations take the form
Γγ = γ−1Γγ + γ−1dγ and Λγ = γ−1Λ.
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For any vector spaces V, W , denote by L(V, W ) the space of linear maps V →W .
Then, for any x∈U , one has Γ|x ∈T ∗

xM⊗L(Rm, Rm), and we use the identifications
Λ|x ∈L(TxM, Rm), Λ−1

|x ∈L(Rm, TxM), and (dΛ)|x ∈ T ∗
xM⊗L(TxM, Rm), so that

Λ−1
|x Γ|xΛ|x ∈ T ∗

xM ⊗ L(TxM, TxM) and Λ−1
|x (dΛ)|x ∈ T ∗

xM ⊗ L(TxM, TxM),
where the products are compositions of linear maps on vector spaces. Using these
mathematically well-defined expressions, we can apply the Main lemma with the
dressing field Λ to define the composite field

Γ̂ := Λ−1ΓΛ + Λ−1dΛ, (4.1)

which is a gauge invariant field of 1-forms on U with values in L(TxM, TxM).
Using the coordinate system, Γ̂ is a collection of fields Γ̂ν

ρµ = Λ−1ν
aΓa

bµΛb
ρ +

Λ−1ν
a∂µΛa

ρ. The gauge invariance is related to the fact that the Latin indices (in
terms of which the action of H is written) have disappeared in favor of the geometric
greek indices related to the coordinate system. The field Γ̂ is not a tensor field with
respect to a change of coordinate system, and it behaves as Christoffel symbols. It
defines a linear connection on the natural geometry of M (the geometry of tensor
fields), and it satisfies the metric condition D

bΓg = 0 inherited from the (trivially
satisfied) relation Dωη = 0. This example is particularly relevant to illustrate the
procedure of geometrization described in Sec. 1. Some authors have interpreted the
defining relation (4.1) as a gauge transformation of Γ by an element of the gauge
group GL+

m(R). But here, (4.1) is not a gauge transformation because Λ is not
in the gauge group of the initial SO(1, m − 1)-gauge theory, and Γ̂ is no more a
SO(1, m − 1)-connection.

GR is encoded by the gauge invariant Lagrangian (see e.g. [17])

L[Γ, Λ] := Ra
b ∧ ∗(Λb ∧ Λa), (4.2)

where (Ra
b) is the curvature of the connection 1-form Γ, ∗ is the Hodge star operator

defined by the metric g (induced by β), and the lowering of the Latin indices is done
using the metric (ηab) on Rm. Performing the (invertible) change of field variables
(Γ, Λ) �→ (Γ̂, Λ) in the Lagrangian, one gets the usual Einstein Lagrangian

L[Γ̂, Λ] =
√
|g|R̂scalar,

where |g| is the determinant of the metric matrix, and R̂scalar is the scalar curvature
of the Christoffel symbols Γ̂ν

ρµ, which is obtained from the composite field R̂ of
the curvature R of Γ. Notice that the metric g enters in the Lagrangian through Λ,
so that this Lagrangian depends only on Γ̂ and g. The metric g is the residual field
in our scheme.

The curvature of the Cartan connection � contains two terms: the first one is
the curvature of ω, which has been used in the Lagrangian, and the second one is the
covariant derivative Dβ of β along the ω. Locally on U , this covariant derivative
is the 2-form with values in R

m : φa
µρdxµ ∧ dxρ := (∂µΛa

ρ + Γa
bµΛb

ρ)dxµ ∧
dxρ. To this field, one can associate the gauge invariant composite field
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φ̂ν := Λ−1ν
aφa

µρdxµ ∧ dxρ = Γ̂ν
ρµdxµ ∧ dxρ, which is the torsion 2-form asso-

ciated to the Christoffel symbols Γ̂ν
ρµ.

The change of field variables presented here gives rise to the same usual com-
putations which relate the degrees of freedom of the gauge formulation of GR to
its original geometrical formulation. The usual point of view consists in using the
metric g to perform a symmetry reduction of the GL+

m(R)-principal frame bundle
to the subgroup SO(1, m− 1). Instead of that, our procedure performs a reduction
of the gauge symmetry group SO(1, m− 1) to “nothing”, so that we end up with a
geometrical theory in the sense of Sec. 1: in our point of view, the GL+

m(R)-principal
frame bundle belongs to the natural geometry of M.

4.3. An alternative dressing field

The dressing field Λ looks very much like the dressing field ũ defined in Sec. 3.3,
in the sense that it contains at the same time the degrees of freedom of the gauge
group and those of the residual field g. It is possible to define an alternative dressing
field which contains only the gauge group degrees of freedom and makes apparent
the residual field from the beginning.

The procedure consists in writing a decomposition of Λ in terms of two fields:
one containing the m(m−1)

2 degrees of freedom of SO(1, m− 1), and the second one
containing the remaining m(m+1)

2 degrees of freedom. From Sec. 4.2, we know that
(Λa

µ) is an invertible matrix, so that removing the degrees of freedom of SO(1, m−1)
from Λ amounts to consider the quotient GL+

m(R)/SO(1, m− 1), which, at the level
of the GL+

m(R)-principal frame bundle LM, corresponds to the choice of a metric
g on M (

with m(m+1)
2 degrees of freedom

)
. But performing this quotient does not

explicitly separate Λ into a dressing field and a residual field.
Another way to proceed is to consider the matrix (Λa

µ) as a set of m vectors
vµ = (Λa

µ) which defines a basis of R
m. The extraction of the dressing field then

consists to orthonormalize this basis for the metric (ηab). Because the signature of
η is not Euclidean, the usual Gram–Schmidt process does not work.

We rely on a procedure which works for any signature (r, s), r + s = m [18, 19].
Denote by Ir,s the matrix

(
Idr 0
0 −Ids

)
, which represents the metric η on Rm, and

let G = (η(vµ, vν)) be the Gram matrix of the basis {vµ}. It is a real symmetric
matrix which can be diagonalized in the form G = RDRT where R ∈ SO(m),
D = diag(λ1, . . . , λm), and RT is the transpose matrix. G is the metric g, thus it is
non-degenerate, and it has the signature (r, s): all the real numbers λi are nonzero,
and we can choose an ordering of the λi’s such that λi > 0 for i ≤ r and λi < 0
for i > r. Consider now U := ΛR|D|−1/2 where |D| := diag(|λ1|, . . . , |λm|). Then
a straightforward computation shows that UT Ir,sU = Ir,s, using the facts that
G = ΛT Ir,sΛ and |D|−1/2D|D|−1/2 = Ir,s. The matrix U ∈ SO(r, s) then defines a
pseudo-orthonormal basis on (Rm, η).

Let us define the local field T := U−1Λ = |D|1/2R−1. The matrices G, R and
D are gauge invariant, so that T is gauge invariant. On the other hand, a gauge
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transformation Λ �→ γ−1Λ induces a transformation U �→ γ−1U . The local field U

can then be considered as a dressing field extracted from Λa
µ = Ua

bT
b
µ. Applying

the Main lemma, we define the gauge invariant local field Γ̄ := U−1ΓU + U−1dU .
Performing this change of field variables in (4.2), the Lagrangian can be locally
written in terms of gauge invariant fields as:

L[Γ̄, T ] = det(T )ηbcT−1ν
aR̄a

b,µνT−1µ
c,

where R̄ := dΓ̄ + 1
2 [Γ̄, Γ̄] = (R̄a

b,µνdxµ ∧ dxν) is the “curvature” of Γ̄. The field
T is then the natural residual field in this formulation. The field R and |D|1/2

contain respectively m(m−1)
2 and m degrees of freedom, so that T contains exactly

the m(m+1)
2 degrees of freedom of Λ entering in the metric gµν := ηabΛa

µΛb
ν =

ηabT
a

µT b
ν .

Given the Gram matrix G, the matrices R and D such that G = RDRT are not
unique. First, one can permute any couple of eigenvalues λi and λj provided that
they have the same sign as required by the construction. This implies that for any
P ∈ Sr × Ss ⊂ Sm, represented as a m × m permutation matrix, R′ = RP and
D′ = PTDP is also a possible choice. Second, when λi = λj , for any rotation S in
the corresponding eigenspace of this eigenvalue, R′ = RS and D′ = STDS = D is
also a possible choice. In both situation, one has P, S ∈ SO(r) × SO(s).

The above method applies to the Euclidean case as well: it is known as the
Schweinler–Wigner orthogonalization procedure, and U is the Schweinler–Wigner
basis [20, 21]. Notice that the Gram–Schmidt orthogonalization procedure would
have provided us with a unique decomposition Λ = QR, where Q ∈ SO(m) repre-
sents an orthonormal basis, and R is upper triangular with positive entries on the
diagonal. This is the so-called QR decomposition. Both Q and U can be used as
dressing fields for Euclidean gravity. For signature (r, s), the pseudo-orthonormal
basis U could be named “Schweinler–Wigner basis” since it is constructed following
the same scheme and displays analogous properties [18].

The decomposition Λ = UT is defined on an open subset U ⊂ M over which
the SO(r, s)-principal fiber bundle is trivialized. Let us consider two such open
subsets Ui,Uj such that Ui ∩Uj �= ∅. Then, with obvious notations, there exists
h :Ui ∩Uj → SO(r, s) such that Λj = h−1Λi and Γj = h−1Γih +h−1dh. The Gram
matrices define a global structure G (the metric g) on M since Gj = ΛT

j Ir,sΛj =
ΛT

i hIr,sh
T Λi = Gi, so that the matrices Ri, Rj , Di, Dj are related over Ui ∩ Uj

by a SO(r) × SO(s)-matrix valued function P such that Dj = PTDiP and Rj =
RiP . This implies that, over Ui ∩ Uj , one has Tj = PT Ti and Uj = h−1UiP . A
straightforward computation then gives Γ̄j = P−1Γ̄iP +P−1dP . In this relation, P

does not depend on the geometry of the principal fiber bundle, so that the Γ̄i’s do
not depend on this fiber bundle. Nevertheless, P depends on some choices performed
over each Ui, and the Ri’s and Di’s do not have convenient transformations under
coordinate changes on M, thus the Γ̄i’s are not defined globally on M.

The dressing field U then induces local 1-forms Γ̄ independent of the SO(r, s)-
principal fiber bundle, but contrary to the dressing field Λ used in Sec. 4.2, it
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does not produce global geometrical objects on top of M. Finally, notice that the
decomposition G = RDRT is ill-defined at points x ∈ U such that λi(x) = λj(x)
if one requires R to be smooth. This decomposition can only be used for generic
situations.

5. Application to a Yang–Mills–Higgs Model Based
on Atiyah Lie Algebroids

The notion of connections admits many generalizations. Among them, some of us
have developed the necessary mathematical structures which permit to define gauge
field theory from transitive Lie algebroids. As a particular transitive Lie algebroid,
we will use, in this example, the Atiyah Lie algebroid of a G-principal fiber bundle
P , for a connected Lie group G. We will use notations and results from [22, 7]. The
general theory of Lie algebroids can be found in [23].

5.1. Generalized connections on Atiyah Lie algebroids

The transitive Atiyah Lie algebroid of a G-principal fiber bundle P is defined as
the short exact sequence of Lie algebras and C∞(M)-modules

0 → ΓG(P , g) ι−→ ΓG(TP) π∗−→ Γ(TM) → 0,

with

ΓG(TP) = {X ∈ Γ(TP) |Rg∗X = X for all g ∈ G},
ΓG(P , g) = {v : P → g | v(pg) = Adg−1 v(p) for all g ∈ G},

where R denotes the right action of G on P and ι is given by ι(v)(p) =
( d

dtpe−tv(p))|t=0. We will use the short notation A := ΓG(TP) for the Lie algebroid,
and L := ΓG(P , g) for its kernel.

There is a natural notion of forms on A with values in the kernel L, which
defines a graded differential Lie algebra (Ω•(A, L), d̂), where d̂ extends the de Rham
differential by a purely algebraic differential operator. A generalized connection on
A is defined to be a 1-form � ∈ Ω1(A, L), and its curvature is defined as the 2-form
R := d̂� + 1

2 [�, �] ∈ Ω2(A, L).
Let E := P ×� F be an associated vector bundle to P for the representation � of

G on a vector space F . We denote by �∗ the induced representation of g on F . We
identify the space of smooth sections as Γ(E) = {φ :P → F |φ(pg) = �(g−1)φ(p)}.
Any connection � on A induces a covariant derivative A � X �→ ∇̂X on Γ(E) by the
relation ∇̂Xφ := X ·φ + �∗(�(X))φ.

We denote by G the gauge group of P . An element Ξ ∈ G is a map Ξ :P → G

with Ξ(pg) = Adg−1 Ξ(p), and it acts naturally on Γ(E): φ �→ φΞ := �(Ξ−1)φ. This
action induces a natural action on the space of generalized connections through the
requirement ∇̂Ξ

XφΞ = (∇̂Xφ)Ξ := �(Ξ−1)∇̂Xφ for any φ ∈ Γ(E) and any X ∈ A.
Explicitly, one has �Ξ = AdΞ−1 � + Ξ−1d̂Ξ, where Ξ−1d̂Ξ ∈ Ω1(A, L) is defined as
X �→ Ξ−1(X ·Ξ) ∈ L.
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Ordinary connections on P are contained in this space of generalized connections
[22]: a generalized connection � ∈ Ω1(A, L) is an ordinary connection if and only if
� ◦ ι = −IdL. This inclusion is compatible with the respective notions of curvature
and gauge group actions. In particular, the space of ordinary connections is stable
under the action of the gauge group. To any generalized connection � on A, we
associate its reduced kernel endomorphism τ : L → L defined by τ := � ◦ ι + IdL.
This endomorphism on L is the obstruction for � to be an ordinary connection.
Under the previously defined gauge transformations, one has τΞ = AdΞ−1 τ . The
reduced kernel endomorphism associated to a generalized connection represents
the “algebraic” part of the connection. In order to extract the geometric part,
it is necessary to introduce a fixed background ordinary connection ω̊ on P (see
[7] for details). Then ω := � + τ ◦ ω̊ is an ordinary connection, i.e. it satisfies
ω ◦ ι = −IdL, and it transforms as a connection under gauge transformations:
ωΞ = Ξ−1ωΞ + Ξ−1d̂Ξ.

5.2. Application of the Main lemma

In the following, we consider a gauge theory based on a subspace of the total space
of generalized connections, which we require to be stable by gauge transformations.
A minimal and convenient candidate consists in fixing an element τ̊ in the space
of endomorphisms of L (as sections of a vector bundle), and in collecting all the
generalized connections whose reduced kernel endomorphism is of the form Adu τ̊

for any u ∈ G. We denote this subspace of generalized connections by Aτ̊ . Ordinary
Yang–Mills theories correspond to the choice A0 (i.e. τ̊ = 0), and, in the following,
the choice AIdL

(i.e. τ̊ = IdL) will be considered. The general situation is much more
involved and outside the scope of this paper, but will be studied in a forthcoming
paper. In order to further simplify our model, we assume that the group G is such
that Ad is faithful, or, since G is connected, that G is centerless. This implies that
the reduced kernel endomorphism τ associated to any generalized connection in
AIdL

can be parametrized by the variable u ∈ G as τ = Adu τ̊ with τ̊ = IdL. Let
Ξ be a gauge transformation. Then to τΞ is uniquely associated uΞ ∈ G such that
uΞτ̊(uΞ)−1 = Ξ−1uτ̊u−1Ξ, so that uΞ = Ξ−1u.

We apply the Main lemma to the (ordinary) connection ω with the dressing field
u, and we define the composite field ω̂ := u−1ωu + u−1d̂u. We can summarize the
previous steps by the successive changes of field variables �

ω̊�→ (ω, τ) τ̊�→ (ω, u) �→
(ω̂, u). In the same way, any φ ∈ Γ(E) defines a gauge invariant composite field
φ̂ := u−1φ.

In this example, the dressing field u belongs to the G-space (G, R). Let us com-
ment this important point. In the ordinary differential geometry of fiber bundles
with connections, we have recalled in Sec. 2 that the gauge group action is usually
defined through the geometrical action of G, which moves points of P along its
fibers. This action is then induced on the various associated elements of the theory,
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for instance through pull-back on functions and forms on P . In the present situa-
tion, the gauge group of the theory is also the gauge group of P , but its action on
the space of generalized connections Ω1(A, L) is not induced by the geometry of A

and L. Indeed, this action has been defined by the field theoretical requirement that
(generalized) covariant derivatives transform homogeneously.c On the subspace of
ordinary connections, these two gauge actions coincide, but they do not on the
whole of Ω1(A, L). Reported on the field u, this action is R but not α.

5.3. The model and its physical content

In order to understand the meaning of the composite fields constructed in this exam-
ple, we consider a gauge invariant Lagrangian for connections in Aτ̊ and “matter
fields” φ ∈ Γ(E). We refer to [7] for details on the construction of a gauge invariant
action functional, of which we only describe the salient results here. The construc-
tion of this action functional requires a non-degenerate and inner non-degenerate
metric ĝ on A, which can be decomposed into three pieces, (g, h, ω̊), where g is
a (non-degenerate) metric on the base manifold M, h is a non-degenerate metric
on L, and ω̊ is an ordinary connection on P , which will be our fixed background
ordinary connection. The inner metric h is required to be a Killing inner metric, to
ensure that the Lagrangian is gauge invariant.

Let U ⊂ M be an open subset which trivializes P . Then τ , ω and ω̊, have
local expressions τloc, ωloc := A − θ, and ω̊loc := Å − θ, respectively, for τloc ∈
C∞(U) ⊗ End(g) = C∞(U) ⊗ g∗ ⊗ g, where A, Å ∈ Ω1(U) ⊗ g are local connection
1-forms on U , and where θ ∈ g∗ ⊗ g is the Maurer–Cartan form on G. The local
expression of the curvature of � decomposes into three terms of specific bidegrees
in Ω•(U)⊗∧•

g∗⊗ g. They can be expressed using the (ordinary) curvatures F and
F̊ of A and Å. The first one, of bidegree (2, 0), is F̃ := F − τloc ◦ F̊ ; the second
one, of bidegree (1, 1), is Dτloc := dτloc + [A, τloc] − τloc([Å, θ]); and the third one,
of bidegree (0, 2), is W := τloc([θ, θ]) − [τloc, τloc]. The Lagrangian is defined using
a Hodge star operation induced by the metric ĝ, and the curvature of �. Locally,
this Lagrangian reduces to the sum of the squares of the above three terms, where
the contractions are performed using gµν for the geometric indices and hab for the
indices along the Lie algebra g in a given basis {Ea}.

Let us now return to the case τ̊ = IdL, but maintaining the notation τ̊ for a
while. In [7], it is shown that τ̊ = IdL is the unique element in the gauge orbit
{Adu τ̊ |u ∈ G} which is trivialized as θ in any local trivialization of P . The com-
posite field ω̂ has a local expression Â − θ on U , with Â = u−1

locAuloc + u−1
locduloc,

where uloc :U → G is the local expression of u ∈ G, while τloc = Aduloc (̊τloc).
Using the change of variables (A, τloc) �→ (Â, uloc), a direct computation shows
that F̂ := dÂ + 1

2 [Â, Â] = Adu−1
loc

(F ) is the composite field of the curvature F of A

cThis requirement corresponds in physics to the so-called gauge principle [24].
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as described in the Main lemma, so that

F̃ = Aduloc(F̂ − τ̊loc ◦ F̊ ), Dτloc = Aduloc(D̂τ̊loc), W = Aduloc(W̊ ), (5.1)

where D̂τ̊loc := dτ̊loc +[Â, τ̊loc]− τ̊loc([Å, θ]), and W̊ := τ̊loc([θ, θ])− [̊τloc, τ̊loc]. Since
τ̊ = IdL, (5.1) simplifies into F̃ = Aduloc(F̂ − F̊ ), Dτloc = Aduloc([Â − Å, θ]), and
W = 0.

With the help of a convenient metric on the vector bundle E , we can add to the
Lagrangian a term coupling � with a field φ ∈ Γ(E), using again the Hodge star
operation and the covariant derivative ∇̂φ. Locally, ∇̂φ decomposes into two terms,
dφ + �∗(A)φ = �(uloc)(dφ̂ + �∗(Â)φ̂), and −�∗τ(ω̊loc)φ = −�(uloc)(�∗τ̊(ω̊loc)φ̂) =
−�(uloc)�∗(ω̊loc)φ̂. The induced terms in the Lagrangian are the squares of these
two terms.

By gauge invariance, the field uloc disappears from the Lagrangian, so that the
transformed action depends only on Â and φ̂, and on the triple (g, h, ω̊). The gauge
field part of the Lagrangian is the sum of the square of [Â− Å, θ], which induces a
mass term for the field Â, and the square of F̂ − F̊ , which is a kinetic term, Ã á
la Yang–Mills, for Â. The matter field part of the Lagrangian contains an ordinary
minimal coupling between φ̂ and Â, and a mass term for φ̂ coming from the square
of �∗(ω̊loc)φ̂.

Consequently, the original Lagrangian describes massless gauge fields A, τ and
φ, while, after application of the Main lemma, it describes gauge invariant massive
vector and matter fields Â and φ̂. Similarly to what the (usual) Higgs mechanism
does through a “phase transition”, this theory solves the problem of combining
gauge symmetries with massive vector fields. The only difference with an ordinary
Yang–Mills field theory coupled to massless matter fields lies in the choice of the
space of “admissible” generalized connections: A0 versus AIdL

.
Contrary to the case of the Standard Model described in Sec. 3.1, the change

of variables performed in this toy model does not induce an extra factor in the
functional measure of the corresponding functional integral when the group G is
unimodular (in the sense that det(Adg) = 1 for any g ∈ G). Moreover, the con-
struction can be done for any connected centerless Lie group G, for instance for the
family of groups SU(N)/ZN for any N > 1, which are the typical groups used in
particle physics [24].

6. Comments

In this section, we comment on the structures involved in our scheme applied to
the three main examples described above. We will designate by Case 1 the example
of the electroweak part of the Standard Model, Case 1b its variant proposed in
Sec. 3.3, Case 2 the example of the GR as a gauge theory, Case 2b its variant
proposed in Sec. 4.3, and Case 3 the gauge theory defined on Atiyah Lie algebroids.
The reader is advised to look at Tables 1 and 2 which fix the terminology we use
in the following.
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Table 1. Fields involved in the three examples described in the text, with their meanings and
degrees of freedom, before applying the Main lemma.

E-W part of the Einstein’s theory Yang–Mills–Higgs theory
Standard Model of gravity on Atiyah Lie algebroid

Gauge theory (Case 1) (Case 2) (Case 3)

Structure group U(1) × SU(2) SO(1, m − 1) G

dimension (1) 1 + 3
m(m−1)

2
n

Connections ω aµ + bµ Γ ω

dimension (2) m + 3m
m2(m−1)

2
mn

Auxiliary field ϕ Λ τ s.t. τ = u−1τ̊u
dimension (3) 4 m2 n

Reference ϕ̊ =
`

0
1

´
(dxµ) τ̊

configuration

Dressing field u u s.t. ϕ = uηϕ̊ (Λa
µ) s.t. βa = Λa

µdxµ u s.t. τ = u−1τ̊u

Degrees of freedom 4m m(m2+1)
2

mn

of the theory
(2) + (3) − (1)

Table 2. Fields involved in the three examples described in the text, with their meanings and
degrees of freedom, after applying the Main lemma.

E-W part of the Einstein’s theory Yang–Mills–Higgs theory
Standard Model of gravity on Atiyah Lie algebroid

Gauge theory (Case 1) (Case 2) (Case 3)

Residual group U(1) {e} {e}
dimension (1) 1 0 0

Gauge invariant
composite fields

bω = u−1ωu + u−1du Aµ, W±
µ , Zµ

bΓν
ρµ s.t. D

bΓg = 0 bAµ

dimension (2) m + 3m
m2(m−1)

2
mn

Residual field
of the theory η

`
0
1

´
= u−1ϕ gµνdxµ ⊗ dxν = η(β, β) τ̊

dimension (3) 1
m(m+1)

2
0

Degrees of freedom 4m m(m2+1)
2

mn

of the theory
(2) + (3) − (1)

6.1. About the dressing field

From the examples described in this paper, our scheme can be summarized as
follows. A gauge theory contains a finite set of fields {ϕ0, ϕ1, . . . , ϕN} in G-spaces.
One of these fields, say ϕ0, is chosen as the “auxiliary field”, and we decompose
it into a couple (ρ, u), where u is the dressing field of the Main lemma, and ρ is
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a residual field. The map ϕ0 �→ (ρ, u) has to be one-to-one and mathematically
well-defined. In our examples, u carries all the action of the gauge group that is
factorized out in the theory, so that ρ is gauge invariant. The next step is to apply
the Main lemma to all the remaining fields in order to get gauge invariant composite
fields ϕ̂i, for i = 1, . . . , N . The auxiliary fields identified in the three main examples
are given in Table 1. In Case 1, the scalar field ϕ is added for phenomenological
purposes in the model, while in Cases 2 and 3, Λ and τ are natural (mathematical)
objects, which appear as components of extended notions of connections on Cartan
geometries and on transitive Lie algebroids.

The construction of gauge invariant fields proposed in [9, 11] fit in our scheme.
In these examples, the auxiliary field is the connection ω itself, and the dressing
field u is extracted from ω using a gauge-like constraint χ(ω) = 0 (similar to a
gauge fixing) which consists to select a particular element in each gauge orbit (up
to the Gribov ambiguity problem). This is not the usual gauge fixing procedure
used to quantize the theory, in the sense that it does not consist to add a gauge
fixing term in the Lagrangian: the procedure is applied at the level of G-spaces
of fields. The auxiliary field is then decomposed as ω �→ (ωres, u), where ωres, the
residual field, is the unique element of the gauge orbit of ω satisfying the constraint
χ(ωres) = 0, and where u is computed, as a nonlocal expression in terms of ω, such
that ω = uωresu

−1 + udu−1. Then, all the other fields of the theory, i.e. the matter
fields, are mapped to gauge invariant composite fields. Notice that in Case 1, the
decomposition ϕ �→ (η, u) corresponds to the choice of the unique element η

(0
1

)
in

the gauge orbit of ϕ, which solves the gauge-like constraint χ(ϕ) = ‖‖ϕ‖(0
1

)−ϕ‖ =
0 where ‖·‖ is the C2-norm. The choice of this particular element in the gauge
orbit depends on a reference configuration, here ϕ̊ =

(0
1

)
, see Sec. 6.2. Contrary to

[9, 11], in our examples, the so-chosen auxiliary field ϕ0 is not the (Ehresmann)
connection itself: this has the advantage to get local expressions of u in terms
of ϕ0.

In our scheme, the dressing field u yields a transfer of some degrees of freedom
from the auxiliary field to the connection ω giving rise to the composite field ω̂, see
the counting in Tables 1 and 2. This transfer is reminiscent to the usual absorption of
Goldstone scalar bosons in the spontaneous symmetry breaking mechanism. Indeed,
in our scheme, the degrees of freedom which are absorbed in the gauge invariant
composite fields correspond to the degrees of freedom neutralized in the symmetry
group. However, Case 1 shows that the strict identification between the dressing
fields and the Goldstone scalar bosons is not possible for several reasons. First, the
dressing field is present from the beginning, before the symmetry neutralization, and
independently of the sign of µ2. Second, the composite fields are gauge invariant, not
massive fields: mass-like terms are generated, but in which η2 replaces a constant
mass parameter. An extra step is required to generate true mass terms when µ2 < 0,
see [13] for details. A similar transfer of degrees of freedom can be checked in Case 2.
There, the dressing field Λ contains m2 degrees of freedom: m(m−1)

2 degrees of
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freedom of Λ correspond to the dimension of the neutralized group SO(1, m−1), and
the other m(m+1)

2 degrees of freedom enter in the definition of g through the relation
gµν = ηabΛa

µΛb
ν . In Case 3, all the degrees of freedom of the group of symmetry

are carried by the dressing field u in order to define the composite fields Âµ.

6.2. Dependence on a reference configuration

In each case, the dressing field is defined once a reference configuration in the space
of the auxiliary fields is chosen. One wonders how the theory depends on this fixed
reference configuration.

In Case 1, the question has been investigated in [13]: the unit vector ϕ̊ =
(0
1

)
can

be rotated by a constant element v ∈ SU(2), and the new dressing field u′ associated
to vϕ̊ is related to the previous one by u′ = uv−1. Applying the Main lemma, the
new composite fields B′

µ are given by vBµv−1, which corresponds to a new global
definition of the fields, in the same theory. Thanks to its SU(2) invariance, the
Lagrangian does not depend on v.

In Case 2, a change of the reference configuration (dxµ) corresponds to a change
of the coordinate system, for which dx′µ = Gµ

νdxν , with G = (dx′µ
dxν ), so that

Λ′a
µ = Λa

ν(G−1)ν
µ, and the new composite field Γ̂′ is related to Γ̂ by a Christoffel-

like transformation. The Lagrangian being invariant by any change of coordinate
systems, the theory is the same.

In Case 3, τ̊ can be mapped to τ̊ ′ = Adv τ̊ , with v ∈ G, so that u′ = uv−1,
and the new composite field is ω̂′ = vω̂v−1 + vd̂v−1. This transformation is not a
direct application of the Main lemma since ω̂ is not a connection 1-form on the Lie
algebroid A, and v cannot be identified as an auxiliary field. In the transformed
Lagrangian, the field v disappears, and the kinetic part of the fields ω̂′ does not
contain (constant) mass terms anymore: the mass-like terms depend on the non-
constant reference configuration τ̊ ′. Obviously, the theories in terms of ω̂ and ω̂′

are equivalent. But, for at least two reasons, the reference configuration τ̊ = IdL

is a better and preferred physical parametrization. First, it makes apparent the
massive vector fields of the theory. Second, because, as noticed in Sec. 5, τ̊ = IdL

has the same local mathematical expression in any trivialization of L, the masses
obtained in the Lagrangian are the same in any trivialization, so that they are
globally defined.

It is tempting to consider the transformations from a reference configuration
to another as gauge transformations, but this is not our point of view. An active
gauge transformation should act on all the fields of the theory, which is not the
case here. In the three examples, a gauge transformation of the auxiliary field,
in the original theory, is completely supported by the dressing field u, so that
the reference configuration is invariant. Moreover, a gauge transformation of the
dressing field is always of the form u �→ γ−1u, while in the three cases, we have
obtained some transformations of the form u �→ uv−1. In Case 2, the field v = G,
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being a change of coordinate system, is not an element of the gauge group. Finally,
these transformations are not passive gauge transformations, in the sense defined
in Sec. 1, because it is not a change of local trivialization of the corresponding
principal fiber bundle.

6.3. Observables

The Lagrangian of a gauge field theory supports two kind of symmetries: the
gauge symmetry, and the symmetry under changes of coordinate system when the
Lagrangian is written locally. Applying the Main lemma, the gauge symmetry is
neutralized, or only a part of it as in Case 1, in the sense that its action becomes
trivial on the new fields of the theory. What remains is a theory which supports only
the symmetry under changes of coordinate system. From this point of view, we have
reduced a gauge field theory to a purely geometrical theory (or “almost” in Case 1),
in the sense explained in Sec. 1. This is crystal clear in Case 2, where the final fields
are those of the natural geometry of the base manifold M: the linear connection
Γ̂ and the metric g. This reduction to “more” geometrical objects is meaningful in
relation to physical observables. For instance, in Case 1, the composite fields W±

µ ,
Zµ and Aµ are exactly the fields of the bosons experimentally detected, and the
composite fermion fields give rise to the “ordinary” electron (via the combination
of the left- and right-handed composite fields into a Dirac spinor field, see [13]).
In Case 2, the fields Γ̂ν

ρµ are observable in a given coordinate system, when one
uses the geodesic equation ẍν + Γ̂ν

ρµẋρẋµ = 0 to measure them, exactly as we
“measure” the components of a force vector in mechanics using the trajectory of
a body under its influence. This is not the case for the original fields Γa

bµ and
Λa

µ. In the same way, in Case 3, we expect the fields Âµ to have the status of
observables.

As can be noticed in Table 2, the theories after the application of the Main
lemma exhibit some residual fields which deserve comments. A residual field appears
either as a byproduct of the decomposition of the auxiliary field (Case 1) or when
the dressing field takes its values in a group G larger than the structure group H

of the principal bundle (Case 2 and Case 1b). Clearly this shows that the residual
field should carry the degrees of freedom of the auxiliary field not involved in the
corresponding dressing field, as well as those of the dressing field that are not
transferred to the composite field.

Nevertheless residual fields are more difficult to identify than dressing fields.
It does not seem possible to propose a systematic way to find them right away.
However, given the criterion above, one could try to extract a dressing field from
the auxiliary field as “small” as possible, that is, with values in the structure group
H . The remaining degrees of freedom are then the wanted residual field. Case 1
illustrates this possibility, but as shown in Case 2b, this might not provide us with
a globally well-defined theory.
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It may be that the better strategy is to let the residual field emerge as observable
field directly from the Lagrangian after the change of variables.d

6.4. Relations to other symmetry reduction procedures

Our scheme is not a gauge fixing because it does not consist to add a constraint
equation in the functional measure or in the Lagrangian of the theory. Rather, our
scheme relies on a change of field variables at the level of the functional G-spaces of
the theory. However, concerning the question of quantization, our procedure gives
rise to a convenient result which is also the aim of some gauge fixing procedures:
in Cases 1 and 3, the volume of the gauge group (or a part of it) can be factorized
out in the functional integral. Indeed, after the change of field variables, the inte-
grand depends only on gauge invariant fields, and not on the dressing field, which
captures the degrees of freedom of the gauge group. In this respect, our scheme
answers, in an economic way, the question of the redundant gauge degrees of free-
dom, but its applicability is not universal: in Case 1, it remains to fix the U(1)-gauge
symmetry.

Relation between our scheme and the spontaneous symmetry breaking mecha-
nism has already been discussed in Sec. 3.1 and at the end of Sec. 6.1.

Reductions of symmetries in the context of Cases 1 and 2 have been formalized
by some authors using reductions of principal fiber bundles. In [12], a map corre-
sponding to our ϕ, which is called there a “Higgs field”, is introduced, from which a
map corresponding to our residual field η, and a map corresponding to our dressing
field u, are extracted. This latter map performs the reduction U(1)×SU(2) → U(1).
In [6, 25, 26] and more recently in [27], the metric g is used to perform the reduction
GL+

m(R) → SO(1, m − 1), and it is called a “Higgs field” in these papers. In both
situations, the terminology “Higgs field” clearly designates different objects. More-
over, η and g have distinct mathematical status. But in our scheme, these two fields
are residual fields of the neutralization procedure, so that they are ingredients of
the same kind. It is satisfying that this formal analogy is also compatible with the
physical fact that g and η are observables.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we have put forward a scheme to construct gauge invariant composite
fields from connections by performing a change of variables in the functional G-
spaces of fields. As a result, the action of the gauge group on the new (composite
and residual) fields is neutralized (trivial action of G), and this induces de facto
a reduction of the symmetries of the theory. We have shown to what extent this
scheme is different from other well-known methods of symmetry reductions: gauge
fixing, spontaneous symmetry breaking, and reduction of principal fiber bundles.

d“Only the theory decides what can be observed” once said Einstein to Heisenberg, as reported
by the latter in Physics and Beyond.
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In order to illustrate this scheme, three main examples have been studied in details,
providing a better understanding of this change of variables, in particular in terms
of geometrization of gauge structures. It also makes apparent the specific role of
the various fields involved in these theories, as well as their relationships.

In the first example, the composite fields give rise to the Zµ and W±
µ bosons

of the Standard Model of particle physics. Relations with the usual spontaneous
symmetry breaking mechanism have been discussed. In the second example, our
procedure, applied to a SO(1, m − 1)-gauge formulation of GR in terms of Cartan
connections, allows us to construct the geometrical Christoffel symbols. Compar-
isons have been made with other approaches which relate the gauge formulation
and the geometric formulation of GR. The third example is a Yang–Mills–Higgs
gauge theory, written in terms of generalized connections on Atiyah Lie algebroids,
where the composite fields are massive vector bosons.

The diversity of the examples shows the versatility and the robustness of our
scheme. Thus, we expect that other relevant examples might be encompassed within
our method. For instance, concerning the construction of the Wess–Zumino func-
tional [28], formula (4.33) in [29] and p. 164 in [30] suggest that our procedure
could be applied in this context, so that the BRS treatment of anomalies could find
a renewal. Another example may be found in [31] which is devoted to the problem
of the proton spin decomposition. There, the group-valued local field U−1

pure could be
a candidate dressing field extracted from the auxiliary field Apure = UpuredU−1

pure,
see Eqs. (18) and (15), provided Apure can be mathematically defined in a unique
way in terms of the gauge field A.
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